Introduction+
The!advent!of!high!throughput!sequencing!(HTS)!technologies!has!revolutionized!the!discovery!of! genetic!changes!in!genome!sequence.!!Various!sizes!of!samples,!such!as!a!set!of!targeted!regions!in! a!genome,!or!the!entire!genome!of!a!sample,!even!the!genomes!of!a!pool!of!samples,!can!be! completely!sequenced!in!days!or!weeks,!producing!huge!data!of!gigabaseHsize.!!In!a!genome,! genetic!variants,!e.g.!single!nucleotide!polymorphisms!(SNPs),!multiple!nucleotide!polymorphisms! (MNPs),!short!insertions!and!deletions!(InDels),!can!be!pinpointed!at!the!base!pair!(bp)!resolution! by!using!the!reHsequencing!or!targeted!sequencing!technique.!!Leveraging!on!the!multiplex! indexing!technique,!a!population!of!tens!of!samples!can!be!sequenced!by!using!the!same! sequencing!runs!and!completed!in!feasible!time!with!affordable!cost.!!!Population!sequencing!data! gears!up!the!genotyping!of!genetic!variants!in!a!population,!and!expedites!the!estimation!of!the! distribution!of!genetic!variants!in!the!population,!which!eventually!facilitating!the!dissection!of! population!structure! [1] ,!the!sketching!of!fitness!landscape! [2] ,!the!reconstruction!of!the!clonal! evolution! [3] ,!etc.! ! There!are!four!kinds!of!sequencers!that!dominate!the!market,!including!Illumina! [4] ,!Roche/454! [5] ,!Ion!Torrent! [6] ,!and!Pacific!Biosciences!SMRT! [7] .!!While!all!of!these!sequencers!can!produce!a! huge!amount!of!sequencing!reads,!they!are!different!at!various!aspects,!e.g.!reagent!cost!per!base,! data!throughput,!read!length,!error!patterns,!etc.!!The!Illumina!sequencer!is!commonly!used!in!the! largeHscale!genomics!projects!that!require!the!sequencing!of!a!large!population!or!high!sequencing! depth,!because!it!achieves!the!lowest!per!base!sequencing!cost!and!the!largest!data!throughput.!! The!length!of!Illumina!sequencing!reads!is!within!the!range!from!100bp!to!300bp.!!Although!this! interval!covers!most!of!microsatellite!repeats!and!short!interspersed!nuclear!elements!(SINEs),! short!reads!limit!the!ability!of!resolving!the!complex!regions!in!genome,!e.g.!long!interspersed! nuclear!elements!(LINEs),!of!which!the!size!is!from!500bp!to!8000bp! [8] 
Conditional+random+field+
Conditional!random!field!(CRF)!is!a!machine!learning!method!for!the!processing!and!manipulation! of!sequential!data,!e.g.!nextHgeneration!sequencing!reads.!!CRF,!like!hidden!Markov!model!(HMM),! can!compute!the!alignment!of!two!sequences!by!using!the!Viterbi!algorithm! [29] .!!And!also,!CRF! provides!more!flexible!utilities!at!modeling!sequence!context!in!the!alignment.!!Three!kinds!of! distinct!feature!functions!are!employed!in!the!proposed!CRF!model.!!The!feature!functions!are! defined!as!! !, !, ! !,! ,!of!which!! !,! !is!the!alignment!of!two!subsequences!! !:! !and!! !:! .!!If!a! feature!appears!in!the!alignment,!then!! !, !, ! !,! = 1.!!Otherwise,!! !, !, ! !,! = 0.!!!(1)!First,!one! kind!of!these!feature!functions!is!to!describe!the!hidden!state!transition!between!two!contiguous! positions,!e.g.!previous!state!is!match!and!current!state!is!insert.!!(2)!The!second!type!of!feature! functions!is!the!nucleotide!emission!in!the!alignment,!e.g.!! ! = !!emits!! ! = !!at!the!hidden!state! 
